Social Media Helps for Members
Social media can be a powerful influence in the lives of those who use it. It can provide ways
to express our faith in Jesus Christ and strengthen relationships. The Church encourages the
use of social media so long as it supports the mission of the Church, improves relationships,
and facilitates revelation among children of our Heavenly Father. Church members are encouraged to be examples of their faith at all times and in all places, including when participating in the global conversations available through social media.
The following are suggestions for using social media in our personal lives:
If you use social media, use it to enhance and deepen relationships and to express your faith
and testimony in the Savior and the gospel.
Through social media, you can find opportunities to befriend and follow those who may be
struggling or less active in your wards and stakes.
Strive to have your online presence reflect your values and standards. Connect to official
Church sites, and share content from these sites that touches your heart and reflects your
values.
Be civil in your online interactions with others. Latter-day Saint teachings require members to
treat others with respect, regardless of the situation.
Express your personal witness of the restored gospel, as guided by the Spirit. Such messages
should be personal; do not leave people with the impression that you speak for the Church,
and do not form groups that give the impression that they officially represent or are sponsored by the Church.
Always be an example of a follower of Christ in your interactions with others in social media.
Your positive example can influence those with whom you associate. It’s wise to cease associating with those who consistently seek to drag others down and particularly those who post
inappropriate material.
Avoid the Potential Dangers of Social Media. Consider the following suggestions:
Remember that social media is a public forum. Messages and posts are not private and should
not be used to share confidential or delicate information.
Strive to maintain open communication with family members regarding their use of social
media. Spouses, parents, and children who participate in social media should all be “connected” and should be willing to allow family members to see anything they post, including
images. Family members can support each other in maintaining their standards.
Be aware of the security settings for social media sites you may use. Make sure they reflect
your family standards for privacy on the Internet.
Many social media sites have a high risk of “drive by” exposure to content that may not meet
your family standards. Discuss as a family what you will do when you see advertisements and
other links that do not meet your family standards.
Exercise good judgment when posting to a social media site. There is no “delete” button on
the Internet. Images and posts can remain for many years and can be detrimental when you
are seeking employment or admission to college, as well as other occasions in which your
public Internet record may be reviewed. Ensure that your communications align with your
commitment to take upon yourself the name of the Savior.
Some applications and games on social media sites can gain access to your personal information, which can be used to steal your money and your identity. Be careful of the data you store
on your social media site, and be aware of the applications that have access to that data.
Be aware of how much time you and your family spend on social media sites participating
in activities such as playing games, posting meaningless updates, or holding inappropriate
conversations. If you are not careful, it is easy to spend too much time on these sites, causing other important aspects of life to be ignored. If needed, consider setting time limits as
part of your family’s Internet usage standards. Be sure that you are not “damag[ing] authentic
relationships by obsessing over contrived ones” (David A. Bednar, “Things as They Really Are,”
Ensign, June 2010, 22).

How to Avoid Degrading Influences
Do not see or talk about objectionable movies.
Do not look at pornographic magazines, pictures, or stories.
Have courage to walk out of a movie, change your music,
or turn off your computer, television or mobile device if
what you see or hear drives away the Spirit.
Keep television shows with suggestive conversation
and experiences out of your home.

Standards to Judge Media
Whatever weakens your reason
Whatever impairs the tenderness of your conscience
Whatever obscures your sense of God
Whatever takes off your relish for spiritual things
Whatever increases the authority of the body over the mind

Satan’s Tools
Uses logic to confuse.
Uses rationalizations to destroy.
Will shade meanings.
Opens doors an inch at a time.
Leads from purest white through all the
shades of gray to the darkest black.

Vice is a monster of so frightful mien,
As to be hated needs but to be seen;
Yet seen too oft, familiar with her face,
We first endure, then pity, then embrace.

Guidelines for Evaluating Media
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